ets
Preserve your green ass
with a free evaluation!

tree co.

RR2 Box 193 B
Meshoppen, PA 18630

Spring
is in
bloom!

Find out how a little planning and protection of your trees can
assure a more beautiful and healthier growing season

Seize the Season!
Leaves and blossoms are bursting out as
spring arrives–and that’s the perfect time to
call on the experts at Brown Hill Tree Co. to
evaluate your property and provide
professional advice on pruning, insect and
disease management, nutrients...as well as
the manpower to clear up the debris from the
harsh winter.
PREVENT DAMAGE TO TREES AND LIMBS
caused by storms. Ask about how careful
pruning and cabling can protect your valuable
assets from unsightly breakage, destruction to
the tree itself–as well as surrounding property
and even your home! A little care now can lead
to beauty and enjoyment for years to come.
Call on us to help.
TREE REMOVAL FROM WINTER DAMAGE can
be performed by our experienced crew. We
have the expertise to properly remove the
dead or damaged tree and return the
property to its optimal condition. Thinking of
planting a new tree? Visit our website for
useful tips on how to choose the right tree for
long-term satisfaction. To learn more visit
brownhilltreeco.com.
AVOID EXCESS FERTILIZER when adding
nutrients to the soil. Knowledge of the tree
type, its surrounding soil, and the general
environment are all necessary for the
tree’s–and your family’s–well being. Many
tree owners use excess fertilizer–or the wrong
type–to nourish their trees–and do more
harm than good. Our certified arborists can
select the right combination of fertilizers in
the proper amounts to maximize tree
nutrition without harming the environment.
EXPERT TREE PRUNING is essential to the
long-term growth and health of trees. Are
your trees properly pruned? Ask our arborists
to assess your trees. We'll prune with
knowledge and experience to make your
trees healthy and beautiful!

Spring is short!
Call today for a no-obligation consultation
and let us help you enhance Nature’s beauty
in this wonderful season of regrowth!

Bugged by
caterpillars?
Did you know?...
...that for every tent
caterpillar or gypsy moth
egg mass, over 350 babies
can emerge! Ask how we
use the latest controls to
stop the damage without
harm to pets, children and
other insects.

Can Your
Hemlocks
Be Saved?
Ask our arborists!
Brown Hill Tree Co., Inc has
the ability to treat the
Hemlock Woolly Adelgid
(HWA), a pest that can cause
tree death in just three to
five years.We can evaluate
your tree’s health & provide
effective, timely treatment.

tree co.
Preserving your green assets™

Act now to assure a more beautiful
new year. Call Jon Brown today for
a no-obligation consultation.

Call 570.833.0733
TOLL-FREE: 1.866.32-TREES
b r o w n h i l l t r e e co. co m
MUNICIPAL
SPECIALIST

